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Background: To examine trends in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) mortal
ity and years of life lost (YLL) due to COPD for all provinces in China during 2005–2020.
Methods: Data for COPD mortality were derived from China National Mortality
Surveillance System (NMSS). We analyzed the numbers and age-standardized rates of
death and YLL due to COPD in China, during 2005–2020. We carried out decomposition
analysis to analyze the drivers of change in COPD deaths during the study period.
Results: The age-standardized mortality rate of COPD in China decreased significantly from
99.5/100,000 in 2005 to 50.5/100,000 in 2020. Similar trend was seen in the age-standar
dized YLL rate. The mortality rate increased with age. During 2005–2020, the age-standar
dized mortality rate decreased in all provinces (except for Tibet) with the largest decline in
Jilin (−77.8%), Henan (−68.4%) and Fujian (−67.1%). The decreased number of deaths was
decomposed as population growth (8.5%) and population ageing (69.7%) with offset by
decline of age-specific mortality (−87.5%).
Conclusion: COPD remains an important public health problem in China, though signifi
cant reductions of COPD mortality and YLL rate were observed. Vigorous prevention and
control strategies should be enhanced to improve the quality of life of COPD patients and
reduce the premature death caused by COPD in Chinese population.
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Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a leading cause of mortality
worldwide and in China.1 Previous studies have shown significant decline of COPD
mortality through time for both sexes at national and provincial level in China
before year 2013.2,3 Despite the declining trend, COPD mortality remains high in
China, particularly in some western provinces. It is important to appreciate that the
decline in COPD mortality did not occur equally across all regions, as shown in a
study using data from disease surveillance point system in China, which also
indicated urban/rural differences in COPD mortality narrowed over time, but the
magnitude of the east-west inequality persisted without change during 2006–2012.3
China is experiencing the most rapid development ever seen in history and it is
therefore important to update the status of COPD mortality at provincial level from
a policy perspective as the policy makers are required to allocate limited health
resources efficiently based on the most recent evidence and develop or adjust
tailored intervention strategies with thorough understanding of the current
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epidemiological data. In addition, the years of life lost
(YLL) has been more and more commonly used to char
acterize premature death and disease burden compared
with mortality, because it could take the death count and
life expectancy at death into consideration. YLL estimates
the years of potential life lost due to premature deaths and
can be used in public health planning to compare the
relative importance of different causes of premature deaths
within a given population, to set priorities for prevention,
and to compare the premature mortality experience
between populations. However, no studies have examined
the YLLs due to COPD at provincial level in China yet.
The aims of this study were to examine trends in COPD
mortality and YLL due to COPD for all provinces in China
during 2005–2020 using data from China National
Mortality Surveillance System (NMSS).

Methods
Data Sources
Data for COPD mortality were derived from the National
Mortality Surveillance System (NMSS) with national and
provincial representativeness. The system has been
described in details elsewhere.4 Briefly, the system collects
deaths occurred in hospital and outside-of-hospital through
an online reporting platform, covering over 300 million
population from 605 districts in urban or counties in rural
in 31 provincial level administrative regions that account
for 24% of the total population in China. Data for underreporting in this system were obtained from retrospective
under-reporting field surveys for NMSS conducted in
2009, 2012, 2015 and 2018, aiming to derive under-report
ing rate for period of 2006–2008, 2009–2011, 2012–2014
and 2015–2017, respectively.5 Given the relatively higher
under-reporting rate among children in NMSS, we used
Under-5 Mortality Rate (U5MR) at county level from the
Global Burden of Disease Study as a separate data source.6
Data for surveillance population and socio-economic cov
ariates were all from China National Bureau of Statistics.
A flow chart of the estimation for COPD mortality is
shown in Figure 1.

All-Cause Mortality Estimation
Annual under-reporting rate for each age-sex stratum
among all surveillance sites during 2006–2017 was used
to adjust the mortality rate. We used splines regression to
predict under-reporting rate in each stratum in 2005 and
2018. To produce a complete set of age-specific mortality
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rate (an abridged life table) for each surveillance site, we
used a new relational model life table system with flexible
standard (MLTFS) based on two parameters of 5q0 and
45q15 to generate a full set of age-sex-specific mortality
rate for 31 provinces during 2005–2018.7 We fitted gen
eralized linear model over time to predict all-cause mor
tality in 2019 and 2020.

COPD Mortality Estimation
Garbage codes, deaths with non-specific codes, deaths
assigned to International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
codes that could not be underlying causes of death, or
deaths assigned to intermediate but not underlying causes
of death were redistributed by age, sex, location, and year
to the most likely causes of death based on the methods
developed by Naghavi and colleagues.8 Proportion of
COPD (defined as ICD-10 code J40-44) from NMSS by
province-age-sex was calculated after garbage code redis
tribution. Mortality rate of COPD by each year, location,
sex and age group was then calculated by multiplying allcause mortality rate by proportion of COPD in all deaths.
Assuming a steady change for COPD mortality, we fitted
generalized linear model to predict COPD mortality rate in
2019 and 2020 based on results for COPD mortality in
each location-sex-age group stratum from 2005 to 2018.

Years of Life Lost Estimation
Years of life lost (YLLs) is a metric of premature death
calculated as the sum of each death multiplied by the
standard life expectancy at each age. We used a theoretical
minimum risk reference life table, which was taken from
the lowest observed risk of death for each 5-year age
group in all population greater than 5 million as standard
life expectancy in YLL estimation for COPD during
2005–2020.9

Statistical Analysis
We analyzed the number of death and YLL due to COPD
and their age-standardized rates in all 31 provinces in
China, during 2005–2020. The age-standardized mortality
and YLL rates (per 100,000) were calculated through
direct age standardization with Chinese sixth census in
2010 as the standard population.10 We used Joinpoint
Regression Program11 (Version 4.8.0.1 — April 2020) to
calculate the average annual percent change (AAPC) in
age-standardized mortality and YLL rate during
2005–2020. To analyze the drivers of change in the num
bers of COPD deaths by geography, we decomposed
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Figure 1 Flow chart of the estimation for all-cause mortality and COPD mortality.
Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; U5MR, under-5 mortality rate; NMSS, National Mortality Surveillance System; URR, under-reporting rate;
45q15, probability of death for adults aged 15–60 years; 5q0, probability of death for children aged under 5 years; MLTFS, model life table system with flexible standard.

change from 2005 to 2020 into three explanatory compo
nents: change due to growth of the total population;
change in the population structure by age; and change in
age-specific rates.12 The decomposition analysis uses
methods developed in demographic research by Das
Gupta.13 We used counterfactual scenarios to calculate
two different sets of numbers for death. In the first sce
nario, for population growth, it is assumed that the total
population of the whole country and provinces in 2018 is
the actual level, and the population structure and rates of
death were the same in 2020 as in 2005, the expected
number of deaths in 2020 is calculated from the total
population in 2020 and the population structure and agespecific mortality in 2005. In the second scenario, for
population growth and ageing, it is assumed that the total
population of the whole country and provinces and the
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population structure in 2020 is the actual level, but the
age-specific rates of death were held constant to 2005. The
contribution of population growth to the change of the
total deaths is the difference between the estimated num
ber of deaths in 2018 in the first scenario and the actual
number of deaths in 2005. The contribution of population
aging to the change of the total deaths is the difference
between the second scenario and the first scenario. The
contribution of age-specific mortality is the difference
between the actual number of deaths in 2020 and the
second scenario. Our analyses were carried out with SAS
version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results
As shown in Table 1, COPD accounted for 954,881 deaths
(556,867 males, 398,014 females) and 14,764,545 YLL
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Table 1 Estimated Death and YLLs of COPD in China
Number of Death

Age-Standardized Death

Number of YLL

Rate (1/100,000)

Age-Standardized YLL Rate
(1/100,000)

Male
2005

545,121

115.9

9,787,321

1957.2

2010
2015

555,539
543,010

97.9
80.7

9,582,667
8,986,272

1629.9
1317.0

2020

556,867

66.8

9,029,966

1068.7

-

−3.6(−3.8 to −3.4)a

-

−4.0(−4.2 to −3.8)a

AAPC (%)
Female
2005

508,167

85.1

7,927,837

1337.0

2010

478,649

67.5

7,283,828

1047.6

2015
2020

418,347
398,014

50.4
37.0

6,187,491
5,734,579

767.2
547.6

-

−5.5(−5.8 to −5.1)a

-

−5.9(−6.2 to −5.5)a

2005

1,053,288

99.5

17,715,158

1634.7

2010
2015

1,034,188
961,357

81.7
64.6

16,866,495
15,173,763

1326.3
1029.4

2020

954,881

50.5

14,764,545

789.6

-

−4.5(−4.7 to −4.2)a

-

−4.8(−5.1 to −4.5)a

AAPC (%)
Total

AAPC (%)

Note: aP<0.01.
Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; AAPC, average annual percent change; YLL, years of life lost.

(9,029,966 males, 5,734,579 females) in China in 2020.
The age-standardized death rate of COPD decreased from
99.5/100,000 in 2005 to 50.5/100,000 in 2020, and the
YLL rate decreased from 1634.7/100,000 in 2005 to
789.6/100,000 in 2020. The age-standardized death rate
and YLL rate were consistently higher in males than in
females, both with a declining trend during 2005–2020.
The age-standardized mortality rates of COPD in
China decreased significantly in males (AAPC (average
annual percent change) = −3.6, 95% CI: −3.8~-3.4),
females (AAPC = −5.5, 95% CI: −5.8 to −5.1) and both
sexes (AAPC = −4.5, 95% CI: −4.7 to −4.2) from 2005 to
2020 (Figure 2A). Figure 2B shows the trend of agestandardized YLL rate of COPD which has the same
trend as the age-standardized death. The age-standardized
mortality rate of COPD for males, females and both sexes
decreased by 42.4%, 56.5% and 49.2% respectively
between 2005 and 2020 in China and the age-standardized
YLL rate of COPD for males, females and both sexes
decreased by 45.4%, 59.0% and 51.7% respectively.
The mortality rate of COPD increased with age and the
age-specific mortality rate was decreasing across all age
groups from 2005, 2010, 2015 to 2020 (Figure 3). The
mortality rate of people aged above 80 years old was
3,620.4/100,000 in 2005 and 2047.3/100,000 in 2020.
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As shown in Figure 4, Sichuan (123.7/100,000),
Yunnan (116.3/100,000), and Qinghai (95.7/100,000), all
located in the western China, had the highest age-standar
dized death rates in 2020. Jilin (9.7/100,000), Liaoning
(15.3/100,000), and Beijing (18.6/100,000) had the lowest
age-standardized death rates in 2020. Between 2005 and
2020, the standardized mortality rate of almost all pro
vinces except Tibet (33.4%) decreased and Jilin (−77.8%),
Henan (−68.4%) and Fujian (−67.1) showed the largest
decline. The age-standardized YLL rate in different pro
vinces was similar to that in age-standardized mortality
rate.
Decomposition analyses for 2005 to 2020 are shown in
Figure 5. The increase due to population change and
population ageing was offset by decline of age-specific
mortality rate at national level. From 2005 to 2020, the
total number of deaths due to COPD in China decreased
by 9.3%, of which age-specific mortality accounted for
−87.5%, population growth accounted for 8.5%, and popu
lation aging accounted for 69.7%. At the provincial level,
the province with the greatest contribution to the decline in
age-specific mortality is Jilin (−158.2%), followed by
Shanghai (−140.7%) and Liaoning (−129.0%), and the
province with the lowest contribution is Tibet (40.7%),
followed by Hunan (- 39.7%) and Hubei (- 45.4%). The
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Figure 2 (A) Age-standardized mortality rate for COPD in China, 2005–2020. (B) Age-standardized YLL rate for COPD in China, 2005–2020.
Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; YLL, years of life lost.

provinces with the greatest contribution to the increase in
deaths due to population growth were Tianjin (52.5%),
followed by Beijing (44.2%) and Shanghai (39.4%), and
the provinces with the least contribution were Guizhou
(−7.2%), Sichuan (−4.0%) and Heilongjiang (−1.7%).
The province with the largest contribution to the increase
in deaths due to population aging was Heilongjiang
(121.3%), followed by Jilin (103.2%) and Ningxia
(101.6%), and the provinces with the least contribution
were Tibet (26.1%), followed by Guangxi (29.9%) and
Fujian (38.7%).

Figure 3 Mortality rate of COPD by age group, 2005, 2010, 2015 and 2020.
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Discussion
We found a remarkable decline of COPD mortality and
YLL rate in China during 2005–2020. The decline was
seen in almost all provinces. There were substantial varia
tions of COPD mortality rate, ranging from 9.7/100,000 in
Jilin to 123.7/100,000 in Sichuan. The magnitude of
declining also varied markedly from 23.5% in Hunan and
77.8% in Jilin. Only one province (Tibet) showed an
increasing trend of COPD mortality during the study
period.
The significant declining trend observed in this study
may be largely due to the increase of medical and health
resources, the development of medical services, the rise of
social and economic status, the improvement of people’s
health literacy and the decrease in exposure to related risk
factors such as ambient and household air pollution.14–16
China’s health care reform has gradually expanded the
coverage of health insurance since 2009. The new rural
cooperative insurance scheme covered almost all rural
areas, which makes it possible for COPD patients, espe
cially in rural areas, to go to hospitals or community health
centers for appropriate diagnosis and treatment.17 A study
showed that compared with 1990, the age-standardized
YLL rate of COPD in China in 2019 was 862.4/100,000
with a 74% decrease, and the YLL of COPD was
15,411,452 with a 34% decrease. However, COPD was
still the fourth leading cause of YLL in China, accounted
for approximately 7% of the all-cause YLL.1 In our study,
COPD caused 14,764,545 YLL in China in 2020, consis
tent with previous literature,1 indicating that although the
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Figure 4 (A) Age-standardized mortality rate of COPD per 100,000 population by province, 2020; (B) the percentage change in age-standardized mortality rate of COPD
by province, 2005–2020.

YLL of COPD is a downward trend, it will continue to be
a major public health problem.
Reduction of COPD-associated risk factors may also
contribute to the declining trend. Previous evidence showed
that smoking, ambient and indoor air pollution had an impact
on COPD mortality in the Chinese population.18 During

2003–2013, the standardized smoking prevalence in China
decreased slightly from 26.0% (95% CI 25.8–26.2) to 25.2%
(25.1–25.4) in Chinese population aged 15 years or older.19
The proportion of COPD deaths attributable to tobacco had a
slight decrease from 2005 (60.6%) to 2019 (59.3%).20 A
study showed that there were considerable decreases in the

Figure 5 China and 31 provinces decomposition of changes in COPD death due to population growth, population ageing, and changes in age-specific mortality rates, 2005–
2020.
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proportion of COPD deaths attributable to household air
pollution from solid fuels from 1990 (40.8%) to 2019
(7.6%),20 which is in line with another literature,21 and the
proportion of COPD deaths attributable to ambient particu
late matter pollution had a downward trend after 2015.20
Substantial reduction of exposure to occupational risk factors
may also be associated with a decrease in the prevalence,
morbidity, and mortality of COPD.22
The burden of COPD varied considerably among the
regions of Asia. The age-standardized mortality rates were
38.8/100,000, 64.6/100,000 and 93.2/100,000 in Southeast
Asia, East Asia and South Asia respectively in 2019.1 The
mortality of COPD in China (65.2/100,000) was higher
than Japan (7.4/100,000), Mongolia (19.6/100,000) as well
as Republic of Korea (13.2/100,000) but lower than
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (105.2/100,000).1
The substantial variations of health-care policies and the
practice of medicine among the regions of Asia have an
impact on the burden of COPD.23
In consistent with previous studies, we observed a higher
mortality rate of COPD in the western provinces compared
with the eastern and central provinces. On the one hand, the
economic development of the western region is relatively
slow, the level of marketization and education is also relatively
backward, and the medical facilities and health resources
quality are also relatively backward compared with the central
and eastern regions.24–26 A study also showed that the COPD
mortality rates showed a downward trend for all five Sociodemographic index regions between 1990 and 2017, decreas
ing from regions with a low index to those with a high index.27
Moderate to strong negative correlations were seen between
the mortality rates and socio-demographic index.28 On the
other hand, lung cancer, COPD and nasopharyngeal carci
noma were the top three diseases that smoking had the greatest
impact on death in both men and women. Compared with
other regions, the smoking rate in western region was the
highest.29 Studies have shown that among the chronic respira
tory diseases and cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases
related to indoor air pollution, COPD is the most influential.
The difference of standardized mortality due to indoor air
pollution among provinces is related to the use of solid fuels.
Residents in western provinces such as Guizhou, Gansu and
Qinghai still use solid fuels for heating and cooking, so the
attributable mortality is higher.30 Besides low detection rate of
lung function may cause this result. A large nationwide study
in China reported a significantly lower rate of lung function
test in areas with household use of polluted fuels than those
with clean fuels.31,32
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In line with the literature, the mortality rate of COPD was
higher in males than in females. A study shows that the
prevalence of COPD in males in China was much higher
than in females.18 The excess was most likely to be explained
by historic patterns of smoking and occupational exposures in
Chinese men.33–35 A study found that altitude had a harmful
association with COPD, with a dose–response relationship.
COPD mortality above 1000 m was 3–4 per 10,000 people
higher than within 100 m of sea level.36 Tibet is located in the
Qinghai Tibet Plateau. Due to the unique climate and geogra
phical environment of the plateau, the air is thin, the oxygen
content is low, the temperature difference between day and
night is large, and the climate is dry. Therefore, it has a certain
impact on respiratory diseases.37 Additionally, household air
pollution might be an important reason, a study showed that
the age-standardized death rate per 100,000 attributable to
household air pollution from solid fuels was highest in Tibet
(75.8).21 Guo and his colleagues showed that prevention of
household air pollution and use of alternative fuels are more
important strategies for reducing COPD for high altitude
regions.38 Since the launch of the cause of death surveillance
in Tibet, the problem of under-reporting has always existed,39
and the problem has been continuously improved by strength
ening training at all levels, which may be one of the reasons for
the increase in mortality in Tibet. In addition, it may be related
to the enhancement of people’s health awareness and the
increase in lung function detection rate.
Among different provinces, the contribution of the three
types of causes to the change of death number is quite
different. In developed areas such as Shanghai, Beijing
and Tianjin, due to the development of urbanization and
population mobility, the contribution of population increase
to the increase in death number is at a higher level in the
whole country; and the most obvious increase in death
number is in the northeast, which indicates that the degree
of population aging in this area is relatively high.
Although the mortality rate of COPD decreased sub
stantially, it remains the third leading cause of death in
China.1 In order to reduce the burden caused by COPD,
one specific action for chronic respiratory diseases was
included in the Healthy China Action Plan (2019–2030)
issued by China State Council.40 The objectives of the
chronic respiratory disease control and prevention action
plan include increase of awareness rate of chronic obstruc
tive pulmonary disease among general population and
undertaking lung function test once a year among highrisk population aged 40 years or above. It also advocated
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that the health management of patients with COPD should
be included in the national basic public health services.
The present study was also subject to several limitations.
Firstly, we counted COPD deaths only when COPD was coded
as the underlying cause of death, which might underestimate
the true mortality from COPD, because people with COPD
often experience multi-morbidity. Secondly, we only indicated
the trend of COPD mortality and variations of this trend across
different provinces in China without additional data to explain
the observed trend and variations. Thirdly, the quality of the
coding might be poor in some rural western surveillance sites.
Regular training was undertaken at national, provincial and
county/district level to the coders and stringent quality control
measures are in place in the whole surveillance system.
Furthermore, we used garbage code redistribution to ensure
the completeness and accuracy of COPD as a cause of death.

Conclusion
In conclusion, COPD remains an important public health
problem in China due to its high mortality and YLL, particu
larly in western areas and older age groups. The government
still needs to actively implement vigorous COPD prevention
and control strategies, such as strengthening health education,
improving residents’ health literacy, strictly implementing
tobacco control action, and strengthening early lung function
screening of high-risk population, to improve the quality of
life of patients and reduce premature deaths due to COPD.

Abbreviations
COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; U5MR,
under-5 mortality rate; NMSS, National Mortality
Surveillance System; URR, under-reporting rate; 45q15,
probability of death for adults aged 15–60 years; 5q0,
probability of death for children aged under 5 years;
MLTFS, Model life table system with flexible standard;
ICD, International Classification of Diseases; CI, confi
dence interval; AAPC, average annual percent change.
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